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A nonlinear, neoclassical, two-fluid theory of the interaction of a single-helicity magnetic island

chain with a resonant error-field in a quasi-cylindrical, low-b, tokamak plasma is presented. In par-

ticular, the analysis of Fitzpatrick [Phys. Plasmas 25, 042503 (2018)] is generalized to take explicit

time dependence into account. Aside from the ability to more accurately treat time-varying prob-

lems, the main physical effect that is introduced into the theory by the incorporation of explicit

time dependence is ion inertia. The formalism developed in the paper is used to analyze two time-

varying problems. First, the interaction of a pre-existing magnetic island chain with a resonant

error-field. Second, an error-field-maintained magnetic island chain. The latter problem is of direct

relevance to experiments in which deliberately applied, multi-harmonic, resonant magnetic pertur-

bations are used to suppress edge localized modes (ELMs) in tokamak plasmas. Indeed, the predic-

tions of the theory are strikingly similar to data recently obtained from ELM suppression

experiments in the DIII-D tokamak [R. Nazikian et al., Nucl. Fusion 58, 106010 (2018)]. Published
by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5043203

I. INTRODUCTION

Error-fields, resonant in the so-called pedestal region at

the edge of the plasma, are sometimes deliberately applied to

tokamak discharges in order to suppress edge localized

modes (ELMs).1–4 Deliberately, the applied error-fields are

usually referred to as resonant magnetic perturbations

(RMPs). The mechanism by which RMPs suppress ELMs is

not fully understood. It is thought that ELMs are triggered

when the pedestal width exceeds a critical value.5 The most

plausible working hypothesis is that the RMP generates a

locked magnetic island chain just inside the top of the pedes-

tal, inhibiting the growth of the pedestal width, and, thereby,

maintaining the ELM-free state.6

The aim of this paper is to present a nonlinear, neoclas-

sical, two-fluid theory of the interaction of a single-helicity

magnetic island chain with a resonant error-field in a quasi-

cylindrical, low-b, tokamak plasma. (The theory is

“nonlinear” in the sense that it is an extension of the standard

Rutherford island theory;7,8 it is “neoclassical” because it

incorporates neoclassical ion and electron stress tensors; and

it is “two-fluid” in the sense that the ion and electron fluid

velocities are significantly different from one another due to

diamagnetic flows.) The calculation is performed using a

model that was developed, and gradually improved, in Refs.

9–19. The core of the model is a single-helicity version of

the well-known four-field model of Hazeltine et al.20 The

core model is augmented by phenomenological terms repre-

senting anomalous cross-field particle and momentum trans-

port due to small-scale plasma turbulence. Finally, the model

includes approximate (i.e., flux-surface averaged) expres-

sions for the divergences of the neoclassical ion and electron

stress tensors. These expressions allow us to incorporate the

bootstrap current, as well as neoclassical ion poloidal and

perpendicular flow damping, into the analysis.

This paper presents an extension of the analysis pre-

sented in Ref. 19 that allows for explicit time dependence in

the aforementioned nonlinear, neoclassical, two-fluid model.

Aside from the ability to more accurately treat time-varying

problems, the main physical effect that is introduced into the

model by the incorporation of explicit time dependence is

ion inertia.

II. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

Consider a large aspect-ratio, low-b, circular cross-

section, tokamak plasma equilibrium of major radius R0, and

toroidal magnetic field-strength B0. Let us adopt a right-

handed, quasi-cylindrical, toroidal coordinate system (r, h,

u) whose symmetry axis (r¼ 0) coincides with the magnetic

axis. The coordinate r also serves as a label for the unper-

turbed (by the island chain) magnetic flux-surfaces. Let the

equilibrium toroidal magnetic field and toroidal plasma cur-

rent both run in the þu direction.

Suppose that a helical magnetic island chain, with mh

poloidal periods, and nu toroidal periods, is embedded in the

aforementioned plasma. The island chain is assumed to be

radially localized in the vicinity of its associated rational sur-

face, minor radius rs, which is defined as the unperturbed

magnetic flux-surface at which qðrsÞ ¼ mh=nu. Here, q(r) is

the safety-factor profile. Let the full radial width of the island

chain’s magnetic separatrix be 4 w. In the following, it is

assumed that rs/R0� 1 and w/rs� 1.

The plasma is conveniently divided into an inner region

that comprises the plasma in the immediate vicinity of the

rational surface (and includes the island chain), and an outer

region that comprises the remainder of the plasma. As is

well known, a linear, marginally-stable, ideal-MHD analysis

suffices to calculate the mode structure in the outer region.
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Let us assume that the linear, marginally-stable, ideal-MHD

solution has been found in the outer region. In the absence of

an external perturbation, such a solution is characterized by

a single real parameter, D0 (with units of inverse length),

known as the tearing stability index.21

B. Fundamental definitions

All fields in the inner region are assumed to depend on

the normalized radial coordinate X ¼ ðr � rsÞ=w and the

helical angle f ¼ mh h� nu u� /pðtÞ, but may also depend

explicitly on time, t. In particular, the electron number den-

sity, electron temperature, and ion temperature profiles in the

inner region take the forms nðX; f; tÞ ¼ n0 ð1þ dn=n0Þ;
TeðX; f; tÞ ¼ Te0 ð1 þ ge dn=n0Þ; TiðX; f; tÞ ¼ Ti0ð1 þ gi dn=
n0Þ, respectively. Here, n0, Te0; Ti0, ge, and gi are uniform

constants. Moreover, ð@=@XÞ½dnðX; f; tÞ=n0� ! �w=Ln as

jXj ! 1, where Ln > 0 is the density gradient scale-length

at the rational surface. Note that we are assuming, for the

sake of simplicity, that dTe=Te0 ¼ ge dn=n0, and dTi=Ti0

¼ gi dn=n0, where dTe ¼ Te � Te0. It follows that the flatten-

ing of the electron density profile within the magnetic sepa-

ratrix of the island chain also implies the flattening of the

electron and ion temperature profiles. Incidentally, the ion

charge number is assumed to be unity.

It is convenient to define the poloidal wavenumber,

kh ¼ mh=rs, the resonant safety-factor, qs ¼ mh=nu, the

inverse aspect-ratio, �s ¼ rs=R0, the ion diamagnetic speed,

V�i ¼ Ti0 ð1þ giÞ=ðe B0 LnÞ, and the electron diamagnetic

speed, V�e ¼ s V�i, where s ¼ ðTe0=Ti0Þ ½ð1þ geÞ=ð1þ giÞ�,
the poloidal ion gyroradius, qhi ¼ ðqs=�sÞ ½Ti0 ð1þ giÞ=
mi�1=2 ðmi=e B0Þ, and the ion beta, bi ¼ l0 n0 Ti0 ð1þ giÞ=B2

0.

All of these quantities are evaluated at the rational surface.

Here, e is the magnitude of the electron charge, and mi is the

ion mass.

C. Fundamental fields

The fundamental dimensionless fields in our nonlinear,

neoclassical, two-MHD model are18 wðX; f; t̂Þ ¼ ðqs=�sÞ
�ðLq=wÞ ðAk=B0 wÞ; NðX; f; t̂Þ ¼ ðLn=wÞ ðdn=n0Þ, /ðX; f; t̂Þ
¼ �U=ðw B0 V�iÞ þ vp X; VðX; f; t̂Þ ¼ ð�s=qsÞ ðVki=V�iÞ þ vp,

where t̂ ¼ kh V�i t; Lq ¼ 1=ðd ln q=drÞr¼rs
; vpðt̂Þ ¼ d/p=dt̂.

Here, Ak is the component of the magnetic vector potential

parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field (at the rational sur-

face), Lq > 0 is the safety-factor gradient scale-length at the

rational surface, U is the electric scalar potential, vp is the

normalized phase velocity of the island chain (in the labora-

tory frame), and Vki is the component of the ion fluid veloc-

ity parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field (at the rational

surface). The four fundamental fields are the normalized

helical magnetic flux, the normalized perturbed electron

number density, the normalized electric scalar potential, and

the normalized parallel ion velocity, respectively.

D. Nonlinear neoclassical two-fluid model

In the inner region, our nonlinear, neoclassical, two-

MHD model takes the form18

@tðw2 wÞ
w2

¼ /þ s N;w½ � þ g J þ a�1
n �̂he½a�1

n J þ V

� @Xð/þ s vhe NÞ � vhi � s vhe�; (1)

@tðw NÞ
w

¼ /;N½ � � q an V þ J;w½ � � ac q /þ s N;X½ �

þ D @2
XN; (2)

@tV ¼ /;V½ � � an ð1þ sÞ N;w½ � þ l @2
XV

� �̂hi V � @Xð/� vhi NÞ½ �; (3)

� @tðw @2
X/Þ

w
¼ � @X /� N; @X/½ � þ J;w½ � þ ac ð1þ sÞ N;X½ �

þ � l @4
Xð/� NÞ þ �̂hi @X V � @Xð/� vhi NÞ½ �

þ �̂?i @X �@Xð/� v NÞ½ �; (4)

where

J ¼ b�1 @2
Xw� 1

� �
; (5)

and ½A;B��@XA @fB�@fA @XB. Furthermore, @X�ð@=@XÞf;t̂ ;
@f�ð@=@fÞX;t̂ , and @t¼ð@=@t̂ÞX;f. Here, Eq. (1) is the parallel

Ohm’s law, Eq. (2) the electron continuity equation, Eq. (3)

the parallel ion equation of motion, and Eq. (4) the parallel

ion vorticity equation. The auxiliary field JðX;f; t̂Þ is the nor-

malized perturbed parallel current. Note that Eqs. (1)–(4) dif-

fer from the corresponding equations appearing in Ref. 19 due

to the presence of terms involving explicit time dependence

on the left-hand sides of the former equations.

The various dimensionless parameters appearing in Eqs.

(1)–(5) have the following definitions:18 � ¼ ð�s=qsÞ2; q
¼ ðqhi=wÞ2; an ¼ ðLn=LqÞ ðw=qhiÞ2, ac¼2ðLn=LcÞðw=qhiÞ2;b
¼bi ðqs=�sÞ2ðLq=LnÞ2ðqhi=wÞ2;g¼bgk=ðl0khV�iw

2Þ,

D ¼ D? þ bi ð1þ sÞ g?
l0

1� 3

2

ge

1þ ge

s
1þ s

� �� �
1

kh V�i w2
;

(6)

l ¼ l?i=ðn0 mi kh V�i w2Þ; �̂hi ¼ ð�s=qsÞ2 ½�hi=ðkh V�iÞ�; �̂?i

¼ð�s=qsÞ2 ½�?i=ðkh V�iÞ�, �̂he¼ðme=miÞð�s=qsÞ2 ½�he=ðkh V�iÞ�;
vhi¼ 1�1:172gi=ð1þgiÞ; v?i¼ 1�2:367gi=ð1þgiÞ; vhe¼ 1

�0:717ge=ð1þgeÞ; vðt̂Þ¼ v?i � vpðt̂Þ. Here, me is the elec-

tron mass and Lc is the mean radius of curvature of magnetic

field-lines at the rational surface. The mean curvature is

assumed to be favorable (i.e., Lc > 0).

The quantities gk and g? are the parallel and perpendicular

plasma resistivities, respectively, whereas D? is a phenomeno-

logical cross-flux-surface particle diffusivity (due to small-scale

plasma turbulence), and l?i a phenomenological cross-flux-sur-

face ion viscosity (likewise, due to small-scale turbulence). All

four of these quantities are evaluated at the rational surface, and

are assumed to be constant across the inner region.

The quantities �hi, �?i, and �he are the poloidal ion, the

perpendicular (i.e., “toroidal”18) ion, and the poloidal elec-

tron neoclassical flow damping rates, respectively.

E. External toroidal momentum source

Suppose that the plasma is subject to an external toroidal

momentum source, due, for instance, to unbalanced neutral
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beam injection. Let the source be such that, in the absence of

the island chain, it increases the toroidal ion fluid velocity at

the rational surface by DVui. We can take this effect into

account in our analysis by writing v?i ! v?i � DV̂ui, where

DV̂ui ¼ ð�s=qsÞ ðDVui=V�iÞ. Thus, the definition of v?i gener-

alizes to give v?i ¼ 1� 2:367 ½gi=ð1þ giÞ� � DV̂ui.

F. Spatial boundary conditions

Equations (1)–(5) are subject to the boundary

conditions18

wðX; f; t̂Þ ! 1

2
X2 þ cos f; (7)

@XNðX; f; t̂Þ ! �1; (8)

@X/ðX; f; t̂Þ ! �v; (9)

@XVðX; f; t̂Þ ! 0; (10)

as jXj ! 1. Note that the fields wðX; f; t̂Þ; VðX; f; t̂Þ, and

JðX; f; t̂Þ are even in X, whereas the fields NðX; f; t̂Þ and

/ðX; f; t̂Þ are odd. Of course, all fields are periodic in f with

period 2p. The boundary conditions (8)–(10) differ slightly

from the corresponding boundary conditions appearing in

Ref. 19 because the former set of boundary conditions con-

strain the radial gradients of NðX; f; t̂Þ; /ðX; f; t̂Þ, and

VðX; f; t̂Þ a long way from the island chain, whereas the lat-

ter set constrain the actual values of these fields (which turns

out to not be appropriate in a problem that incorporates

explicit time dependence). In the time-independent limit,

these two sets of boundary conditions are equivalent.

G. Island geometry

To the lowest order, we expect that18

wðX; f; t̂Þ ¼ XðX; fÞ � 1

2
X2 þ cos f (11)

in the inner region. In fact, this result, which is known as the

constant-w approximation, holds as long as b� 1. The con-

tours of XðX; fÞ map out the magnetic flux-surfaces of a heli-

cal magnetic island chain whose O-points are located at

X¼ 0 and f ¼ p, and whose X-points are located at X¼ 0

and f ¼ 0. The magnetic separatrix corresponds to X ¼ 1,

the region enclosed by the separatrix to �1 � X < 1, and

the region outside the separatrix to X > 1.

H. Flux-surface average operator

The flux-surface average operator, h	 	 	i, is defined as

the annihilator of ½A;X�. In other words, h½A;X�i ¼ 0, for

any field AðX; f; t̂Þ. It follows that

hAðs;X; f; t̂Þi ¼
þ

Aðs;X; f; t̂Þ
2 ðX� cos fÞ½ �1=2

df
2p

(12)

for 1 � X, and

hAðs;X; f; t̂Þi ¼
ð2p�f0

f0

Aðs;X; f; t̂Þ þ Að�s;X; f; t̂Þ
2 2 ðX� cos fÞ½ �1=2

df
2p

(13)

for �1 � X < 1. Here, s ¼ sgn(X) and f0 ¼ cos�1ðXÞ, where

0 � f0 � p.

It is helpful to define ~A � A� hAi=h1i. It follows that

h ~Ai ¼ 0, for any field AðX; f; t̂Þ. It is also easily demon-

strated that h½A;FðX; t̂Þ�i ¼ 0, for any flux-surface function

FðX; t̂Þ.

I. Asymptotic matching

Standard asymptotic matching between the inner and

outer regions yields7,8,22 the island width evolution equation

0 ¼ D0 rs þ 2 mh
wv

w

� �2

cos /p þ Jc b
rs

w
; (14)

and the island phase evolution equation

0 ¼ �2 mh
wv

w

� �2

sin /p þ Js b
rs

w
; (15)

where

Jc ¼ �2

ð1
�1

J cos f dX
df
2p
¼ �4

ð1
�1

hJ cos fi dX; (16)

Js ¼ �2

ð1
�1

J sin f dX
df
2p
¼ �4

ð1
�1

hX J;X½ �i dX: (17)

Note that we are assuming that the plasma is subject to a

resonant error-field. Here, 4 wv is the full radial width of the

vacuum island chain (i.e., the island chain obtained by

naively superimposing the vacuum error-field onto the

unperturbed plasma equilibrium), and /p becomes the helical

phase-shift between the true island chain and the vacuum

island chain.

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) governs

the intrinsic stability of the island chain. (The chain is intrin-

sically stable if D0 < 0, and vice versa.) The second term

represents the effect of the error-field on island width evolu-

tion. The final term represents the effect of helical currents

flowing in the inner region on island width evolution.

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) repre-

sents the electromagnetic locking torque exerted on the

plasma in the inner region by the error-field. The second

term represents the drag torque due to the combined effects

of ion inertia, poloidal ion neoclassical flow damping, per-

pendicular ion neoclassical flow damping, and ion viscosity.

J. Expansion procedure

Equations (1)–(5) are solved, subject to the boundary

conditions (7)–(10), via an expansion in two small parame-

ters, D and d, where Dn d� 1. The expansion procedure

is as follows. First, the coordinates X and f are assumed to be

OðD0 d0Þ. Next, some particular ordering scheme is adopted

for the sixteen physics parameters vhi, vhe, v, s, an, ac, �, q, b,

�̂hi; �̂?i; �̂he, g, D, l, and @t. The fields w, N, /, V, and J are

then expanded in the form wðX; fÞ ¼
P

i;j¼0;1 wi;jðX; fÞ, et

cetera, where wi;j 
 OðDi djÞ. Finally, Eqs. (1)–(5) are solved

order by order, subject to the boundary conditions (7)–(10).
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The reasoning behind the expansion procedure is discussed in

detail in Ref. 19.

III. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Ordering scheme

The adopted ordering scheme is18

D0 d0 : vh i; vh e; v; s; an; q;

D0 d1 : ac; �; b;

D1 d0 : �̂hi; �̂?i; �̂he; g;D; l; @t:

This ordering scheme is suitable for a constant-w (i.e., b
� 1), sonic11 (i.e., an 
 1), magnetic island chain whose

radial width is similar to the ion poloidal gyroradius (i.e., q

1), and which is embedded in a large aspect-ratio (i.e., �
� 1) tokamak plasma equilibrium with a relatively weak

magnetic field-line curvature (i.e., ac� 1). The plasma tem-

perature is assumed to be sufficiently high, and the plasma

collisionality consequently sufficiently low, that the various

ion and electron neoclassical flow damping timescales, as

well as the timescale on which current diffuses across the

island chain, are all very much longer than a typical diamag-

netic rotation timescale (i.e., �̂hi; �̂?i; �̂he; gn 1). The

island chain is assumed to be sufficiently wide that the typi-

cal timescales on which density and momentum diffuse

across the inner region are both very much longer than a typ-

ical diamagnetic rotation timescale (i.e., D, ln 1). Finally,

the island chain is assumed to evolve on a timescale that is

very much longer than a typical diamagnetic rotation time-

scale (i.e., @tn 1).

B. Order D0 d0

To order D0 d0, Eqs. (1)–(5) yield

0 ¼ /0;0 þ s N0;0;w0;0

� 	
; (18)

0 ¼ /0;0;N0;0

� 	
� q an V0;0 þ J0;0;w0;0

� 	
; (19)

0 ¼ /0;0;V0;0

� 	
� an ð1þ sÞ N0;0;w0;0

� 	
; (20)

0 ¼ J0;0;w0;0

� 	
; (21)

@2
Xw0;0 ¼ 1: (22)

Equations (7), (11), and (22) give

w0;0 ¼ XðX; fÞ: (23)

Equation (21) implies that

J0;0 ¼ J0ðX; t̂Þ; (24)

where J0ðX; t̂Þ is an arbitrary flux-surface function.

Equations (8)–(10) and (18)–(20) can be satisfied if

/0;0 ¼ s /0ðX; t̂Þ; (25)

N0;0 ¼ s N0ðX; t̂Þ; (26)

V0;0 ¼ V0ðX; t̂Þ; (27)

where /0ðX; t̂Þ; N0ðX; t̂Þ, and V0ðX; t̂Þ are arbitrary flux-

surface functions. Note that, by symmetry, /0 ¼ N0 ¼ 0 inside

the separatrix, which means that the electron number density

and temperature profiles are flattened in this region. Let

MðX; t̂Þ ¼ �@X/0; (28)

LðX; t̂Þ ¼ �@XN0: (29)

Equations (8) and (9) yield

Mð1; t̂Þ ¼ vffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 X
p ; (30)

Lð1; t̂Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 X
p : (31)

Again, by symmetry, M¼ L¼ 0 inside the separatrix.

Finally, Eq. (10) implies that

@XV0ð1; t̂Þ ¼ 0: (32)

C. Order D0 d1

To order D0 d1, Eqs. (4) and (24)–(26) give

J1;0;X½ � ¼ �� @X /0 � N0; @X/0½ � � ac ð1þ sÞ N0; jXj½ �:
(33)

It follows, with the aid of Eqs. (28) and (29), that18

J0;1 ¼
�

2
@X ðM � LÞM½ � ~X2� ac ð1þ sÞL ~jXj: (34)

Finally, it is easily demonstrated that hX ½J0;X�i
¼ hX ½J0;1;X�i ¼ 0.18 In other words, neither J0 nor J0,1 con-

tribute to the sine integral, Js [see Eq. (17)]. Thus, in order to

calculate Js, and, hence, to determine the phase velocity of

the island chain [see Eq. (15)], we must expand to higher

order. The higher-order expansion is also necessary to deter-

mine the unknown flux-surface functions, J0ðX; t̂Þ,
MðX; t̂Þ; LðX; t̂Þ, and V0ðX; t̂Þ.

D. Order D1 d0

To order D1 d0, Eqs. (1)–(4) and (23)–(27) yield

@tðw2 XÞ
w2

¼ /1;0 þ s N1;0;X
� 	

þ g J0 þ a�1
n �̂he½a�1

n J0

þ V0 � s @Xð/0 þ s vhe N0Þ � vhi � s vhe�; (35)

s @tðw N0Þ
w

¼ s /1;0;N0

� 	
þ s /0;N1;0½ �

� q an V1;0 þ J1;0;X½ � þ s D @2
XN0; (36)

@tV0 ¼ /1;0;V0

� 	
þ s /0;V1;0½ � � an ð1þ sÞ N1;0;X½ �

þl @2
XV0 � �̂hi V0 � s @Xð/0 � vhi N0Þ½ �; (37)

0 ¼ J1;0;X½ � þ �̂hi @X V0 � s @Xð/0 � vhi N0Þ½ �
þ �̂?i @X �s @Xð/0 � v N0Þ½ �: (38)

It follows from Eqs. (11), (28), (29), and (35) that
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/1;0 þ s N1;0;X
� 	

¼ � gþ a�2
n �̂he

� �
J0 þ

1

w2

dw2

dt̂
cos f

� a�1
n �̂he V0 þ jXj ðM þ s vhe LÞ½

� vhi � s vhe�; (39)

from Eq. (36) that

�L /1;0 þM N1;0 � s q an V1;0 � s q J1;0;X
� 	
¼ @tðw N0Þ

w
þ D X @XðX @XN0Þ; (40)

from Eq. (37) that

@XV0 /1;0 þ s M V1;0 � an ð1þ sÞN1;0;X
� 	
¼ @tV0 � l X @XðX @XV0Þ þ �̂hi V0 þ jXj ðM � vhi LÞ½ �;

(41)

and from Eq. (38) that

J1;0;X½ � ¼ ��̂hi @X V0 þ jXj ðM � vhi LÞ½ �
� �̂?i @X jXj ðM � v LÞ½ �: (42)

E. Determination of flux-surface functions

Given that M¼ L¼ 0 within the magnetic separatrix

(i.e., �1 � X < 1), the flux-surface average of Eq. (42)

implies that @XV0 ¼ 0 in this region. The flux-surface

average of Eq. (41) then reveals that V0 ¼ 0 within the sepa-

ratrix. The previous four equations also suggest that /1;0

¼ N1;0 ¼ V1;0 ¼ J1;0 ¼ 0 in this region. Note, finally, that

the viscous terms in Eqs. (40) and (41) require the continuity

of N0 and V0 across the separatrix.

The flux-surface average of Eq. (39) yields

J0ðX; t̂Þ¼
1

g
1

1þ ��he se

� �
1

w2

dw2

dt̂

hcosfi
h1i

�an
��he se

1þ ��he se

� �
V0þ

Mþ svhe L

h1i � vhi� svhe

� �
;

(43)

where se ¼ ��1
e ¼ me=ðn0 e2 gkÞ is the electron collision

time.

The flux-surface average of Eq. (40) gives

@tðw N0Þ
w

� D @XðhX2i @XN0Þ
h1i ¼ 0: (44)

This equation must be solved in the interval 1 � X <1
(recall that N0 ¼ 0 in the interval �1 � X < 1), subject to

the boundary conditions [see Eqs. (29) and (31)]

N0ð1; t̂Þ ¼ 0; (45)

@XN0ð1; t̂Þ ¼ �
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 X
p : (46)

The flux-surface average of Eq. (41) yields

@tV0 �
l @XðhX2i @XV0Þ

h1i ¼ ��̂hi V0 þ
M � vhi L

h1i

� �
; (47)

where L ¼ �@XN0. This equation must be solved in the inter-

val 1 � X <1 (recall that V0 ¼ 0 in the interval �1 � X
< 1), subject to the boundary conditions [see Eq. (32)]

V0ð1; t̂Þ ¼ 0; (48)

@XV0ð1; t̂Þ ¼ 0: (49)

Finally, the flux-surface average of Eq. (42) gives

@X �̂hi V0 þ hX2i ðM � vhi LÞ
� 	

þ �̂?i hX2i ðM � v LÞ
� �

¼ 0:

(50)

Making use of the boundary conditions (30)–(32), the previ-

ous equation can be integrated to produce

�̂hi V0 þ hX2i ðM � vhi LÞ
� 	

þ �̂?i hX2i ðM � v LÞ
¼ �̂hi V0ð1; t̂Þ þ v� vhi

� 	
: (51)

Hence, we deduce that

MðX; t̂Þ ¼ � �̂hi

�̂hi þ �̂?i

� �
V0ðX; t̂Þ � V0ð1; t̂Þ � vþ vhi

� 	
hX2i

þ �̂hi vhi þ �̂?i v

�̂hi þ �̂?i

� �
LðX; t̂Þ: (52)

F. Evaluation of cosine integral

According to Eqs. (11), (16), (24), (34), and (43)

Jc ¼ Ji þ Jb þ Jp þ Jg; (53)

where

Ji ¼ �sR
dðw=rsÞ

dt

1

b
w

rs

ð1
�1

8
h cos fi2

h1i dX; (54)

Jb ¼ an
� �he se

1þ � �he se

� �ð1
1

4 V0 þ
M þ s vhe L

h1i

� �
h cos fi dX;

(55)

Jp ¼ �
ð1

1�
@X ðM � LÞM½ � h ~X2 ~X2i dX; (56)

Jg ¼ �ac ð1þ sÞ
ð1

1

2 L h ~jXj ~X2i dX; (57)

and sR ¼ l0 r2
s =½gk ð1þ � �he seÞ� is the neoclassically

reduced resistive evolution timescale at the rational sur-

face.23 Here, Ji, Jb, Jp, and Jg parameterize the effects of

magnetic induction, the perturbed bootstrap current, the per-

turbed ion polarization current, and the magnetic field-line

curvature, on the island width evolution, respectively.

G. Evaluation of sine integral

According to Eqs. (17), (42), and (51),
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Js ¼ �̂hi

ð1
1

4 h1ihX2i � 1
� �

ðM � vhi LÞ dX

þ �̂?i

ð1
1

4 h1ihX2i � 1
� �

ðM � v LÞ dX: (58)

H. Island width evolution equation

Making use of Eqs. (14) and (53)–(57), the island width

evolution equation reduces to

Ii sR
d

dt

w

rs

� �
¼ D0 rs þ 2 mh

wv

w

� �2

cos /p

þb
rs

w

�
an

� �he se

1þ � �he se

� �
Ib þ � Ip

� ac ð1þ sÞ Ig

�
; (59)

where

Ii ¼
ð1
�1

8
h cos fi2

h1i dX; (60)

Ib ¼
ð1

1

4 V0 þ
M þ s vhe L

h1i

� �
h cos fi dX; (61)

Ip ¼
ð1

1�
@X ðM � LÞM½ � h ~X2 ~X2i dX; (62)

Ig ¼
ð1

1

2 L h ~jXj ~X2i dX: (63)

I. Island phase evolution equation

According to Eqs. (15) and (58), the island phase evolu-

tion equation takes the form

0 ¼ �2 mh
wv

w

� �2

sin /p þ b
rs

w
�̂hi Ih þ �̂?i I?ð Þ; (64)

where

Ih ¼
ð1

1

4 h1ihX2i � 1
� �

ðM � vhi LÞ dX; (65)

I? ¼
ð1

1

4 h1ihX2i � 1
� �

ðM � v LÞ dX: (66)

Note that

d/p

dt̂
¼ v?i � vðt̂Þ: (67)

IV. INTERACTION OF PRE-EXISTING MAGNETIC
ISLAND CHAIN WITH RESONANT ERROR-FIELD

A. Introduction

Consider the interaction of a pre-existing magnetic

island chain (i.e., an island chain that would be present in the

absence of the error-field) with a resonant error-field. In the

following analysis, it is assumed that the pre-existing island

chain’s width evolves on a much longer timescale than that

associated with its phase evolution. In other words, sR w=rs

� mh=ðkh V�i jv?i � vhijÞ. (This is a realistic assumption

because the resistive timescale, sR, is generally much longer

than any other relevant timescale in a high temperature toka-

mak plasma.) In this case, it is reasonable to assume that the

chain’s width remains approximately constant as its phase

changes in time. [In fact, the relative magnitude of the

phase-induced modulations in the island width is of the order

mh=ðkh V�i jv?i � vhij sR w=rsÞ � 1.]

B. Density profile

The density profile in the vicinity of the island chain,

N0ðX;�tÞ, where �t ¼ D t̂, is determined by Eqs. (44)–(46),

which can be written

@N0

@�t
� @XðhX2i @XN0Þ

h1i ¼ d ln w

d�t
N0; (68)

N0ð1;�tÞ ¼ 0; (69)

@XN0ð1;�tÞ ¼ �
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 X
p : (70)

Suppose that

 d ln w

d�t

 ¼ 1

D

 d ln w

dt̂

� 1; (71)

which implies that D � �R, where �R � 1 is defined in Eq.

(173). In other words, suppose that the island chain’s width

evolves on a timescale that is much longer than that required

for density to diffuse across the inner region. In this case,

Eqs. (68)–(70) possess the obvious solution N0ðX;�tÞ
¼ N0ðXÞ, where

N0ðXÞ ¼ �
ðX

1

dX0

hX2iðX0Þ : (72)

Thus, it follows from Eq. (29) that L ¼ LðXÞ, where

LðXÞ ¼ 1

hX2i : (73)

C. Derivation of island phase evolution equations

Let T ¼ jv?i � vhij t̂; �� ¼ �̂?i=�̂hi; �l ¼ l=�̂hi; c ¼ jv?i

� vhij=�̂hi, and /0p ¼ si /p, where si ¼ sgnðv?i � vhiÞ. Note

that if si > þ1 then, in the absence of the error-field, the

island chain rotates in the electron diamagnetic direction (in

the laboratory frame). On the other hand, if si ¼ �1 then the

island chain rotates in the ion diamagnetic direction. In fact,

the island chain’s so-called natural frequency22 of rotation is

d/p/dt ¼ x0, where

x0 ¼ kh V�i ðv?i � vhiÞ: (74)

This frequency should be compared to
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x?e ¼ kh V�i ðv?i þ sÞ; (75)

xE ¼ kh V�i v?i; (76)

x?i ¼ kh V�i ðv?i � 1Þ; (77)

which are the natural frequencies calculated on the assump-

tion that the island chain is convected by the electron fluid,

rotates at the E�B velocity, and is convected by the ion

fluid, respectively. It follows that

x0 � xE ¼ �kh V�i vhi ¼ �kh V�i
1� 0:172 gi

1þ gi

� �
: (78)

Hence, we deduce that x0 � xE < 0 for gi < 5.81, which

implies that the natural frequency lies between xE and

x?i (unless gi is very large), as is generally observed in

experiments.24,25

It is convenient to write

vðTÞ ¼ vhi þ ðv?i � vhiÞ 1�
d/0p
dT

� �
; (79)

V0ðX; TÞ ¼ �V0ðXÞ þ ðv?i � vhiÞ v0ðX; TÞ; (80)

MðX; TÞ ¼ �MðXÞ þ ðv?i � vhiÞmðX; TÞ: (81)

It follows from Eqs. (52), (67), and (73) that

�MðXÞ ¼ � 1

1þ ��

� �
�V0ðXÞ � �V0ð1Þ
� 	

hX2i þ vhi

hX2i ; (82)

mðX; TÞ ¼ � 1

1þ ��

� �
v0ðX; TÞ � v0ð1; TÞ½ �

hX2i

þ
1� d/0p=dT

hX2i : (83)

Hence, Eqs. (47)–(49) yield

f ðXÞ �V0ðXÞ �
�l dX hX2i dX �V 0ðXÞ

� 	
h1i ¼ � 1

1þ ��

� �
�V0ð1Þ
h1i hX2i ;

(84)

where

�V0ð1Þ ¼ dX �V0ð1Þ ¼ 0 (85)

and

f ðXÞ ¼ 1� 1

1þ ��

� �
1

h1i hX2i : (86)

Here, dX � d=dX. The previous three equations possess the

obvious solution

�V 0ðXÞ ¼ 0: (87)

Thus, it follows from Eq. (82) that

�MðXÞ ¼ vhi

hX2i : (88)

Equations (47)–(49) also yield

c
@v0ðX; TÞ

@T
þ f ðXÞ v0ðX; TÞ �

�l @X hX2i @Xv0ðX; TÞ
� 	
h1i

¼ � 1

1þ ��

� �
v0ð1; TÞ
h1i hX2i �

1� d/0p=dT

h1i hX2i ; (89)

where

v0ð1; TÞ ¼ @X v0ð1; TÞ ¼ 0: (90)

Furthermore, Eqs. (64)–(66) can be combined with the previ-

ous analysis contained in this section to give

2 mh w2
v

b jv?i � vhij �̂hi rs w

" #
sin /0p

¼
ð1

1

4 ðh1i hX2i � 1Þ
hX2i �

�
�v0ðX; TÞ þ v0ð1; TÞ

þ 1�
d/0p
dT

�
dX: (91)

Equations (86), (89), and (90) imply that

c
@v0ð1; TÞ

@T
þ v0ð1; TÞ ¼ � 1�

d/0p
dT

� �
: (92)

Here, we have made use of the fact that h1i hX2i ! 1 as

X!1. Hence

v0ð1; TÞ ¼ �1þ 1

c

ðT

�1
eðT

0�TÞ=c d/0p
dT0

dT0; (93)

and Eqs. (89) and (91) yield

c
@v0

@T
þ f ðXÞ v0 �

�l @X hX2i @Xv0

� 	
h1i

¼ � 1

h1i hX2i

�
��

1þ ��
�

d/0p
dT

þ 1

1þ ��

1

c

ðT

�1
eðT

0�TÞ=c d/0p
dT0

dT0
�
; (94)

2 mh w2
v

b jv?i � vhij �̂hi rs w

" #
sin /0p

¼
ð1

1

4 ðh1i hX2i � 1Þ
hX2i �

�
�v0 �

d/0p
dT

þ 1

c

ðT

�1
eðT

0�TÞ=c d/0p
dT0

dT0
�

dX; (95)

respectively. However, successive integration by parts

reveals that

1

c

ðT

�1
eðT

0�TÞ=c d/0p
dT0

dT0 ¼
d/0p
dT
þ
X

n¼2;1
ð�cÞn�1 dn/0p

dTn
:

(96)

Thus, we arrive at the following closed set of equations that

govern the phase evolution of the island chain:
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c
@v0

@T
þ f ðXÞ v0 �

�l @X hX2i @Xv0

� 	
h1i

¼ � 1

ð1þ ��Þ h1i hX2i

�
�� 1�

d/0p
dT

� �

þ
X

n¼2;1
ð�cÞn�1

dn/0p
dTn

�
; (97)

v0ð1; TÞ ¼ @X v0ð1; TÞ ¼ 0; (98)

2 mh w2
v

b jv?i� vhij �̂hi rs w

" #
sin/0p

¼
ð1

1

4 ðh1i hX2i � 1Þ
hX2i � �v0þ

X
n¼2;1

ð�cÞn�1 dn/0p
dTn

" #
dX:

(99)

D. Inviscid limit

Suppose that the term involving the normalized ion vis-

cosity, �l, can be neglected in Eq. (97). As explained in Ref.

18, this approximation is valid provided that �l � 1;
ffiffiffi
�
p

. It

follows that

v0ðX; TÞ ¼ �
1

ð1þ ��Þ h1i hX2i f

�
�
�� � ��

f

c

ðT

�1
eðT

0�TÞðf=cÞ d/0p
dT0

dT0

þ
X

n¼2;1
ð�cÞn�1 f

c

ðT

�1
eðT

0�TÞðf=cÞ dn/0p
dT0n

dT0
�
:

(100)

Note that this expression automatically satisfies the boundary

conditions (98), because h1i hX2i ! 1 as X! 1, and

h1i hX2i ! 1 as X!1. However, successive integration

by parts yields

v0ðX; TÞ ¼ �
1

ð1þ ��Þ h1i hX2i f

�
�� 1�

d/0p
dT

� �

þ
X

n¼2;1
ð�cÞn�1

X
m¼0;n�2

1

f m
� ��

f n�1

 !
dn/0p
dTn

�
:

(101)

The previous expression can be combined with Eq. (99) to

produce the following ordinary differential equation that

governs the time evolution of the island phase:

kv sin /0p ¼ 1�
d/0p
dT
�
X

n¼2;1
ð�1Þn Cn�1

dn/0p
dTn

; (102)

where

kv ¼
2 mh w2

v

Iv b jv?i � vhij �̂hi rs w
; (103)

Iv ¼
��

1þ ��

ð1
1

4 ðh1i hX2i � 1Þ
h1i hX2i2 f

dX; (104)

Cn ¼
cn

Iv

ð1
1

4 ðh1i hX2i � 1Þ2

h1i hX2i2 f nþ1
dX: (105)

We can identify the various terms that appear in the inviscid

island phase evolution equation, (102). The term on the left-

hand side represents the electromagnetic locking torque due

to the error-field; the first term on the right-hand side repre-

sents intrinsic plasma rotation, the second term represents

ion neoclassical flow damping, and the final term represents

ion inertia.

Let k ¼ ½ð1þ XÞ=2�1=2
. It follows that

Iv ¼
��

1þ ��

ð1
1

8 ðA C � 1Þ
A C2 f

dk; (106)

Cn ¼ cn 1þ ��

��

� �ð1
1

8 ðA C � 1Þ2

AC2 f nþ1
dk

�ð1
1

8 ðA C � 1Þ
A C2 f

dk;

(107)

where AðkÞ and CðkÞ are defined in the Appendix, and

f ðkÞ ¼ 1� 1

1þ ��

1

AC : (108)

Thus, in the limit �� � 1, we obtain

Iv ¼
ð1

1

8 ðA C � 1Þ
A C2

dk ¼ Iv1; (109)

Cn ¼ cn

ð1
1

8 ðA C � 1Þ2

AC2
dk

�ð1
1

8 ðA C � 1Þ
A C2

dk ¼ C1 cn;

(110)

where Iv1 ¼ 3:5724� 10�1 and C1 ¼ 1.8182� 10�1. In

the opposite limit, �� � 1, we get

Iv ¼ ��3=4 4

21=4

ð1
0

dx

1þ x4
¼ Iv0 ��3=4; (111)

Cn ¼
c
��

� �n ð1
0

ðx4Þn�1

ð1þ x4Þnþ1
dx

�ð1
0

dx

1þ x4
¼ Cn

c
��

� �n

:

(112)

Here, Iv0 ¼ 21=4 p, and26

Cn ¼
ffiffiffi
8
p

Cð7=4ÞCðnþ 1=4Þ
p ð4 n� 3ÞCðnþ 1Þ ; (113)

where CðxÞ is a gamma function. Note that the Cn are all

positive, and are decreasing functions of n. In particular, C1

¼ 3/4. Incidentally, the results (111) and (112) follow

because AC ! 1þ 1=ð32 k4Þ as k!1.

E. Locked solutions

Let us search for the so-called locked solutions of the

inviscid island phase evolution equation, (102), in which the

island phase, /0p, is independent of time. It is clear that if

dn/0p=dTn ¼ 0 for all n> 0, then Eq. (102) reduces to

kv sin /0p ¼ 1: (114)
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This equation is only soluble if the so-called locking parame-
ter, kv, exceeds the critical value unity. In this case, the two

possible solutions are

/0p ¼ sin�1 1

kv

� �
(115)

and

/0p ¼ p� sin�1 1

kv

� �
; (116)

where �p=2 � sin�1x � p=2. In the first case, the island

chain locks in a destabilizing phase relation with respect to

the error-field [i.e., cos /0p ¼ cos /p > 0; see Eq. (59)]. In

the second, the island chain locks in the stabilizing phase

relation with respect to the error-field (i.e., cos /0p < 0).

Let us investigate the stability of the two locked solu-

tions. For the first solution, we can write

/0pðTÞ ¼ sin�1 1

kv

� �
þ d/0p e�pT : (117)

Likewise, for the second solution, we can write

/0pðTÞ ¼ p� sin�1 1

kv

� �
þ d/0p e�pT : (118)

Substituting into Eq. (102), and then linearizing, we

obtain

sv

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

v � 1

q
¼ p�

X
n¼2;1

Cn�1 pn; (119)

where sv ¼ þ1 for the first solution, and sv ¼ �1 for the

second.

Consider the high perpendicular ion neoclassical flow

damping limit, �� � 1. It follows from Eqs. (110) and (119)

that

�v ¼ q� C1
X

n¼2;1
qn; (120)

where q ¼ c p, and

�v ¼ sv c
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

v � 1

q
: (121)

Given that
P

n¼2;1 qn ¼ q2=ð1� qÞ, provided jqj < 1, Eq.

(120) can be written in the form

�v ¼ FðqÞ; (122)

where

FðqÞ ¼ q� C1
q2

1� q

 !
: (123)

Figure 1 shows the function F(q). A given solution is stable

if the corresponding roots of Eq. (122) are all such that

q> 0, and unstable otherwise. It is clear, from the figure,

that the solution in which the island chain locks in a

destabilizing phase relation with respect to the error-field

(i.e., �v > 0) is stable, whereas the solution in which the

chain locks in a stabilizing phase relation (i.e., �v < 0) is

unstable.

Consider the low perpendicular ion neoclassical flow

damping limit, �� � 1. It follows from Eqs. (112), (113), and

(119) that

�v ¼ GðqÞ; (124)

where q ¼ ðc=��Þ p, and

�v ¼ sv
c
��

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

v � 1

q
; (125)

with

GðqÞ ¼ q�
X

n¼2;1

ffiffiffi
8
p

Cð7=4ÞCðn� 3=4Þ qn

p ð4 n� 7ÞCðnÞ : (126)

Figure 1 shows the function G(q). Now, a given solution is

stable if q> 0, and unstable otherwise. It is again clear that

the solution in which the island chain locks in a destabilizing

phase relation with respect to the error-field (i.e., �v > 0) is

stable, whereas the solution in which the chain locks in a sta-

bilizing phase relation (i.e., �v < 0) is unstable.

In conclusion, a stable locked solution is possible pro-

vided kv > 1. The solution is such that sin /0p ¼ 1=kv and

cos /0p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

v � 1

q
=kv. It follows that the island chain always

locks to the error-field in a destabilizing phase relation.22

F. Rotating solutions

Let us now consider the so-called rotating solutions of

the inviscid island phase evolution equation, (102), in which

FIG. 1. Stability of locked solutions of the inviscid island phase evolution

equation for the case of a pre-existing island chain interacting with a reso-

nant error-field. The solid curve shows the function F(q), defined in Eq.

(123). The dashed curve shows the function G(q) defined in Eq. (126).
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the island phase, /0p, varies in time. Such solutions are more

difficult to find than locked solutions because of the highly

nonlinear nature of the left-hand side of Eq. (102). However,

progress can be made by treating the ion inertia parameter, c,

as a small quantity (i.e., c� 1).

Neglecting terms in Eq. (102) that are Oðc2Þ or smaller,

we obtain

C1

d2/0p
dT2
þ

d/0p
dT
þ kv sin /0p ’ 1: (127)

To the lowest order in c,

d/0p
dT
¼ 1� kv sin /0p; (128)

which implies that

d2/0p
dT2

¼ �kv cos /0p
d/0p
dT

: (129)

Hence, to the first order in C1, we get

d/0p
dT
¼

1� kv sin /0p
1� C1 kv cos /0p

: (130)

The normalized rotation period of the island chain takes

the form27

sp ¼
þ

dT

d/0p
d/0p ¼

þ
1� C1 sin y

1þ kv cos y
dy

¼
þ

dy

1þ kv cos y
¼ 2pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� k2
v

q : (131)

Note that the rotation period goes to infinity as the locking

parameter approaches the critical value unity; this result indi-

cates that only locked solutions exist for kv > 1.

Furthermore, the rotation period is independent of the effec-

tive ion inertia parameter, C1.

Equation (130) can be integrated to give28

T

sp
¼ 1

p
tan�1 1þ kv

1� kv

� �1=2

tan
/0p
2
� p

4

� �" #

þ C1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
2p

log
1� kv sin /0p

1� kv

 !
; (132)

assuming that T¼ 0 when /0p ¼ p=2. Figures 2–4 illustrate

the typical time evolution of the island phase predicted by

the previous expression. (We have adopted unrealistically

large values of c in order to make the effect of ion inertia

more apparent in these figures.) It can be seen that as the

locking parameter, kv, increases toward the critical value

unity, the island rotation becomes more and more uneven,

because the electromagnetic locking torque causes the rota-

tion to slow down when sin /0p > 0 and to speed up when

sin /0p < 0. However, in the absence of ion inertia (i.e.,

C1 ¼ 0), the island chain spends as much time having a sta-

bilizing phase relation with respect to the error-field (i.e.,

cos /0p < 0) as it does having a destabilizing phase relation

(i.e., cos /0p > 0). On the other hand, in the presence of ion

inertia (i.e., C1 > 0), the island chain spends slightly more

time having a stabilizing phase relation with respect to the

error-field than it does having a destabilizing phase

relation.22

The toroidal ion fluid velocity is given by

�s

qs

VuiðX; TÞ
V�i

¼ ðv?i � vhiÞ �
d/0p
dT
þ v0ðX; TÞ

� �
: (133)

However, Eqs. (93) and (96) reveal that, to the first order in

the ion inertia parameter, c,

v0ð1; TÞ ’ �1þ
d/0p
dT
� c

d2/0p
dT2

: (134)

Hence, the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity (divided by

the magnitude of the unperturbed velocity) inside the island

separatrix (where v0 ¼ 0) is

FIG. 2. Time evolution of a rotating pre-existing island chain interacting

with a resonant error-field. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are calcu-

lated with kv ¼ 0.25 and c ¼ 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. The top, middle,

and bottom panels show the island phase, the perturbed toroidal ion fluid

velocity inside the separatrix, and the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity

many island widths distant from the separatrix, respectively. The natural fre-

quency is in the electron diamagnetic direction (i.e., si ¼ þ1). The calcula-

tion is made in the large perpendicular ion neoclassical flow damping limit,

�� � 1, in which C1 ¼ 0:18182 c.
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dVui

jVuij


X¼0

¼ �si �1þ
d/0p
dT

� �

¼ si

kv sin /0p � C1 kv cos /0p
1� C1 kv cos /0p

 !
; (135)

whereas that many island widths distant from the rational

surface is

dVui

jVuij


jXj¼1

¼ �si c
d2/0p
dT2

’ si c kv cos /0p ð1� kv sin /0pÞ:

(136)

Here, use has been made of Eqs. (129) and (130). Figures

2–4 also illustrate the typical time evolution of the perturbed

toroidal ion fluid velocity associated with rotating solutions

of the inviscid island phase evolution equation. It can be

seen that the ion fluid velocity inside the island separatrix

speeds up and slows down in tandem with the island rotation.

Note, however, that finite ion inertia introduces a time lag

into the response of the ion fluid velocity to the acceleration

of the island chain. It can also be seen that, in the absence

of ion inertia (i.e., if c ¼ 0), there is no perturbation to the

toroidal ion fluid velocity a long way from the island chain.

On the other hand, in the presence of finite inertia, the per-

turbation a long way from the island chain is finite and

roughly sinusoidal, but becomes increasing impulsive as

the locking parameter, kv, approaches the critical magnitude

unity (the same is true of the perturbation inside the

separatrix).

G. Period-averaged solutions

Let us define a period-average operator

h	 	 	iT ¼
1

sp

ðsp

0

ð	 	 	Þ dT

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q þ
ð	 	 	Þ

1� C1 kv cos /0p
1� kv sin /0p

 !
d/0p
2p

(137)

FIG. 4. Time evolution of a rotating pre-existing island chain interacting

with a resonant error-field. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are calcu-

lated with kv ¼ 0.99 and c ¼ 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. The top, middle,

and bottom panels show the island phase, the perturbed toroidal ion fluid

velocity inside the separatrix, and the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity

many island widths distant from the separatrix, respectively. The natural fre-

quency is in the electron diamagnetic direction (i.e., si ¼ þ1). The calcula-

tion is made in the large perpendicular ion neoclassical flow damping limit,

�� � 1, in which C1 ¼ 0:18182 c.

FIG. 3. Time evolution of a rotating pre-existing island chain interacting

with a resonant error-field. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are calcu-

lated with kv ¼ 0.75 and c ¼ 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. The top, middle,

and bottom panels show the island phase, the perturbed toroidal ion fluid

velocity inside the separatrix, and the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity

many island widths distant from the separatrix, respectively. The natural fre-

quency is in the ion diamagnetic direction (i.e., si ¼ �1). The calculation is

made in the large perpendicular ion neoclassical flow damping limit, �� � 1,

in which C1 ¼ 0:18182 c.
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that averages over the rotation period of the island chain. It

follows that28

d/0p
dT

* +
T

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
; (138)

d2/0p
dT2

* +
T

¼ 0; (139)

h sin /0piT ¼
1� hd/0p=dTiT � C1 hd2/0p=dT2iT

kv

¼
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
kv

; (140)

h cos /0piT ¼ �
C1

kv

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q� �
; (141)

d/0p
dT

� �2
* +

T

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� C2

1 k2
v

q ’
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
: (142)

If we define

fsðkvÞ ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
kv � 1

1 kv > 1;

(
(143)

and

fcðkvÞ ¼
�C1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� k2

v

q� �
kv � 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k2
v � 1

q
kv > 1;

8>><
>>:

(144)

then we can combine the previous results with the results of

Sec. IV E to produce

d/0p
dT

* +
T

¼ 1� fsðkvÞ; (145)

d2/0p
dT2

* +
T

¼ 0; (146)

h sin /0piT ¼
fsðkvÞ

kv
; (147)

h cos /0piT ¼
fcðkvÞ

kv
; (148)

d/0p
dT

� �2* +
T

¼ 1� fsðkvÞ: (149)

Equations (145)–(149) are now valid for both rotating and

locked solutions.

It follows from Eqs. (135), (136), (145), and (146) that

dVui

jVuij


X¼0

� �
T

¼ �si �1þ
d/0p
dT

* +
T

0
@

1
A ¼ si fsðkvÞ; (150)

dVui

jVuij


jXj¼1

* +
T

¼ �si c
d2/0p
dT2

* +
T

¼ 0: (151)

In other words, there is a finite period-averaged shift (rela-

tive to the error-field-free state) in the toroidal ion fluid

velocity inside the separatrix of a locked magnetic island

chain, whereas the period-averaged shift many island widths

distant from the separatrix is zero. The latter result follows

because the period-averaged shift is localized in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the island chain due to the action of perpendic-

ular ion flow damping.29

To the first order in c, Eq. (101) yields

v0ðX; TÞ ¼ �
1

ð1þ ��Þ h1i hX2i f

� �� 1�
d/0p
dT

� �
� c 1� ��

f

� �
d2/0p
dT2

" #
: (152)

Thus, it follows from Eq. (83) that

mðX; TÞ ¼ ��

1þ ��

1� d/0p=dT

hX2i f � c
1þ ��

h1i hX2i � 1

h1i hX2i2 f 2

d2/0p
dT2

;

(153)

and

v0 þ
m

h1i ¼ �
��

1þ ��

c
h1i hX2i f

d2/0p
dT2

: (154)

Hence, making use of Eqs. (145)–(149), we deduce that

hv0 þ
m

h1iiT ¼ 0; (155)

hmiT ¼
��

1þ ��

fsðkvÞ
hX2i f ; (156)

hm2iT ¼
��

1þ ��

� �2 fsðkvÞ
hX2i2 f 2

: (157)

H. Determination of period-averaged island width

Given that the island chain’s width is assumed to evolve

on a much longer timescale than its phase, it makes sense to

average the island width evolution equation, (59), over the

rotation period of the island chain to give

0 ¼ D0 rs þ b
rs

w

�
Iv �̂hi jv?i � vhij kv h cos /piT

þan
� �he se

1þ � �he se

� �
hIb0iT þ � hIpiT � ac ð1þ sÞ hIgiT

�
;

(158)

where

hIb0iT ¼
ð1

1

4
vhiþ svhe

h1i hX2i þ ðv?i� vhiÞhv0þ
m

h1iiT
� �

h cos fidX;

(159)
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hIpiT ¼
ð1

1�
@X

�
ðvhi � 1Þ vhi

hX2i2
þ ð2 vhi � 1Þ ðv?i � vhiÞ

hmiT
hX2i

þðv?i � vhiÞ2hm2iT
�
h ~X2 ~X2i dX;

(160)

hIgiT ¼
ð1

1

2
h ~jXj ~X2i
hX2i dX: (161)

Here, use has been made of Eqs. (61)–(63), (73), (80), (81),

(87), (88), and (103). Thus, it follows from Eqs. (148) and

(155)–(157) that

0¼ D0 rsþ b
rs

w

�
Iv �̂hi jv?i� vhij fcðkvÞ

þ Ib an
� �he se

1þ ��he se

� �
ðvhiþ svheÞ þ Ip0 � ðvhi� 1Þ vhi

þ Ip1 � ð2 vhi� 1Þ ðv?i� vhiÞ fsðkvÞ þ Ip2�ðv?i� vhiÞ2 fsðkvÞ

�Ib ac ð1þ sÞ
�
; (162)

where19

Ib ¼
ð1

1

16
D
C �

1

A

� �
k2 dk ¼ 1:58; (163)

Ip0 ¼
2p
3
�
ð1

1þ

4

C
E A
C2
� 1

� �
dk ¼ 1:38; (164)

Ip1 ¼
2p
3

��

1þ ��

� �
�
ð1

1þ

4 Y

C
E A
C2
� 1

� �
dk

þ
ð1

1þ

2 dkY
E
C2
� 1

A

� �
k dk; (165)

Ip2 ¼
2p
3

��

1þ ��

� �2

�
ð1

1þ

4 Y2

C
E A
C2
� 1

� �
dk

þ
ð1

1þ

4 Y dkY
E
C2
� 1

A

� �
k dk; (166)

and

YðkÞ ¼ ��

ð1þ ��Þ f ðkÞ : (167)

Here, the functions AðkÞ; CðkÞ; DðkÞ, and EðkÞ are defined

in the Appendix. It is relatively straightforward to demon-

strate that Ip1 ¼ Ip2 ¼ Ip0 in the large perpendicular ion neo-

classical flow damping limit, �� � 1, whereas Ip1 ¼ Ip2 ¼ 0

in the opposite limit, �� � 1. Note that, for the sake of sim-

plicity, we are neglecting the modification of the ion polari-

zation term in the island width evolution equation due to the

finite width of the separatrix boundary layer.19

Obviously, Eq. (162) can be solved to determine the

period-averaged island width, w (recalling that b, kv, an, and

ac are functions of w). For the sake of consistency, the solu-

tion must be such that w=rs � mh=ðkh V�i jv?i � vhij sRÞ.
The first term within the square brackets in Eq. (162)

represents the stabilizing/destabilizing effect of the error-

field, the second term represents the destabilizing effect of

the perturbed bootstrap current, the third, fourth, and fifth

terms represent the stabilizing/destabilizing effect of the

perturbed ion polarization current, and the final term repre-

sents the stabilizing effect of the magnetic field-line

curvature.

Ion inertia only affects the error-field term in Eq.

(162). In fact, ion inertia causes a rotating island chain to

spend slightly more time in a stabilizing phase relation with

respect to the error-field than in a destabilizing phase rela-

tion (see Sec. IV F). It follows that, in the presence of ion

inertia, the error-field has a net stabilizing effect on the

island chain, as long the chain is rotating.22 Of course, the

island chain always locks to the error-field in a destabiliz-

ing phase relation (see Sec. IV E). Hence, a rotating island

chain is stabilized by a resonant error-field, whereas a

locked island chain is destabilized. It can be seen, from Eq.

(144), first, that the stabilizing effect of the error-field

approaches zero as the locking parameter, kv, approaches

zero; second, that the stabilizing effect also approaches

zero as the locking parameter approaches the critical value

unity; and, finally, that the stabilizing effect attains its max-

imum value when kv ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

=2.

Note that the bootstrap and curvature terms in Eq. (162)

are both independent of the island locking parameter (i.e.,

they are the same for rotating and locked island chains). On

the other hand, in the large perpendicular ion neoclassical

flow damping limit, �� � 1, the ion polarization term is dif-

ferent for rotating and locked island chains. In particular, the

polarization term takes the form b ðrs=wÞ Ip0 � ðvhi � 1Þ vhi

for a freely rotating island chain (i.e., kv ¼ 0), and takes the

form b ðrs=wÞ Ip0 � ðv?i � 1Þ v?i for a locked island chain.19

The former form is usually stabilizing (i.e., negative),

whereas the latter can be destabilizing (especially in the

presence of a strong external toroidal momentum source).19

V. ERROR-FIELD-MAINTAINED MAGNETIC ISLAND
CHAIN

A. Introduction

Suppose that the plasma equilibrium is tearing stable

(i.e., D0 < 0), which implies that the magnetic island chain is

maintained in the plasma by the action of the resonant error-

field (i.e., there would be no island chain in the absence of

the error-field). In this case, the island width is forced to

evolve on the same timescale as the island phase.30–32 In

order to investigate this problem, we shall adopt a simplified

model in which the bootstrap, ion polarization, and magnetic

field-line curvature terms are neglected in the island width

evolution equation, ion viscosity is neglected in the island

phase evolution equation, and all terms in the inviscid island

phase evolution equation that are quadratic (or higher order)

in the ion inertia parameter, c, are also neglected.

Furthermore, we shall assume that the analysis of Sec. IV B

remains valid (which implies that the island width evolves

on a timescale that is much longer than that required for den-

sity to diffuse across the inner region). It follows from Eqs.

(59) and (127) that
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Ii sR
d

dt

w

rs

� �
¼ �ð�D0 rsÞ þ 2 mh

wv

w

� �2

cos /0p (168)

and

C1

d2/0p
dT2
þ

d/0p
dT
þ kv sin /0p ¼ 1; (169)

where T ¼ jv?i � vhij kh V�i t; /0p ¼ sgnðv?i � vhiÞ/p, kv

¼ 2 mh w2
v=ðIv b jv?i � vhij �̂hi rs wÞ; b ¼ bi ðqs=�sÞ2 ðLq=LnÞ2

� ðqhi=wÞ2, and

Ii ¼
ð1

0

64 ðk2 � 1=2ÞA � k2 C
� 	2

A dk ¼ 3:2908: (170)

Here, AðkÞ and CðkÞ are defined in the Appendix. Equations

(168) and (169) can be rewritten in the form

1

�R

d

dT

w

wv

� �3
" #

¼ � w

wv

� �2

þ cos /0p; (171)

C1

d2/0p
dT2
þ

d/0p
dT
þ dv

w

wv

� �
sin /0p ¼ 1; (172)

where

�R ¼
6 mh rs

Ii kh V�i jv?i � vhij sR wv
; (173)

dv ¼
2 mh wv

Iv bv jv?i � vhij �̂hi rs
; (174)

and bv ¼ bi ðqs=�sÞ2 ðLq=LnÞ2 ðqhi=wvÞ2. Here, for the sake of

simplicity, we have assumed that D0 rs ¼ �2 mh, which is

generally the case when mh� 1. (This assumption is particu-

larly appropriate to experiments in which RMPs are used to

suppress ELMs.) Incidentally, we expect that �R � 1, given

the fact that the resistive evolution timescale, sR, is usually

much longer than any other relevant timescale in a high tem-

perature tokamak plasma.

B. Locked solutions

Let us search for locked solutions of Eqs. (171) and

(172), in which /0p is independent of time. Equation (171)

yields

w

wv
¼ cos1=2/0p; (175)

which can only be satisfied provided that �p=2 � /0p � p=2.

Equation (172) then reduces to

C1

d2/0p
dT2
þ

d/0p
dT
þ Fð/0pÞ ¼ 0; (176)

where

Fð/0pÞ ¼ dv cos1=2/0p sin /0p � 1: (177)

If /0p ¼ /0pð0Þ is an equilibrium solution of Eq. (176),

then

Fð/0pð0ÞÞ ¼ 0: (178)

Moreover, writing /0pðTÞ ¼ /0pð0Þ þ d/pðTÞ, we arrive at

C1

d2d/0p
dT2

þ
d d/0p

dT
þ F0ð/0pð0ÞÞ d/0p ¼ 0; (179)

where F0 ¼ dF=d/p. However, the previous equation is sim-

ply a damped harmonic oscillator equation, which is known

to have stable equilibria when

F0ð/0pð0ÞÞ > 0: (180)

Hence, the stable solutions of Eq. (178) are such that dv > dv

unlock and 0 � /0p < sin�1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p� �
, where

dvunlock ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
27
p

2

� �1=2

: (181)

It follows that stable locked solutions are only possible when

the so-called unlocking parameter, dv, exceeds the critical

value dv unlock. Moreover, the solutions are all such that

cos /p ¼ cos /0p > 0: i.e., such that the island chain locks in

a destabilizing phase relation with respect to the error-field.

Incidentally, it is valid to neglect the time dependence of the

island width when assessing the stability of locked solutions

because we are assuming that �R� 1 [see Eq. (171)].

C. Rotating solutions

Let us search for rotating solutions of Eqs. (171) and

(172) in which /0p varies in time. Writing

n ¼ 1

�R

w

wv

� �3

: (182)

Equations (171) and (172) yield

dn
dT
¼ ��2=3

R n2=3 þ cos /0p; (183)

C1

d2/0p
dT2
þ

d/0p
dT
þ fv n1=3 sin /0p ¼ 1; (184)

where

fv ¼ �1=3
R dv: (185)

Note that we expect n 
 Oð1Þ for rotating solutions. It fol-

lows that rotating solutions are characterized by much

smaller (by a factor 1=�
1=3
R ) island widths than locked solu-

tions. Hence, for rotating solutions, the so-called shielding
factor (i.e., the factor by which the reconnected flux at the

rational surface is reduced relative to the locked solution) is

of order 1=�
2=3
R .30

Given that �R� 1 and n 
 Oð1Þ, Eq. (183) reduces to

dn
dT
¼ cos /0p: (186)

Now, to the lowest order in fv and C1, Eq. (184) gives
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d/0p
dT
’ 1: (187)

The previous two equations imply that

n ’ sin /0p: (188)

Thus, to the next order in fv and C1, we have

d/0p
dT
¼ 1� fv sin4=3/0p; (189)

d2/0p
dT2

¼ � 4

3
fv sin1=3/0p cos /0p

d/0p
dT

; (190)

which can be combined to give

d/0p
dT
¼

1� fv sin4=3 /0p
1� ð4=3ÞC1 fv sin1=3/0p cos /0p

: (191)

We also have

dn

d/0p
¼ dn

dT

dT

d/0p
¼

1� ð4=3ÞC1 fv sin1=3/0p cos /0p
1� fv sin4=3/0p

" #
cos /0p:

(192)

Thus, we can write

nð/0pÞ ¼
ð/0p

/0p 0

1� ð4=3ÞC1 fv sin1=3y cos y

1� fv sin4=3y

" #
cos y dy:

(193)

Here, /0p0 is chosen such that nð/0p0 þ pÞ ¼ 0. In other

words, the rotating island chain is born at zero width with

the helical phase /0p0. However, the plasma rotation forces

the island phase, /0p, to continually increase in time [see Eq.

(189)]. This phase increase initially moves the chain into a

destabilizing phase relation with the error-field, causing its

width to increase in time. Eventually, however, the rotation

forces the chain into a stabilizing phase relation with the

error-field, and its width consequently decreases. The width

reaches zero again when the helical phase attains the value

nð/0p0 þ pÞ ¼ 0, at which point the phase jumps discontinu-

ously to 2pþ /0p0, and the process repeats itself ad infinitum.

The discontinuous jump in helical phase of p radians is

associated with the conversion of the island O-points into

X-points, and vice versa (i.e., with a reversal in the sign of

the reconnected magnetic flux at the rational surface).32

Figure 5 shows the birth phase, /0p0, plotted as a function of

the locking parameter, fv, for various values of the ion inertia

parameter, c. It can be seen that the birth phase is always

close to zero, and is a weakly decreasing function of c.

The normalized rotation period of the island chain is

sp ¼
ð/0p 0þp

/0p 0

1� ð4=3ÞC1 fv sin1=3y cos y

1� fv sin4=3y

" #
dy: (194)

Figure 6 shows sp plotted as a function of the so-called

locking parameter, fv. The rotation period is found to have

no dependance on c. Moreover, the period goes to infinity as

the locking parameter approaches the critical value unity;

this indicates a transition to locked solutions when fv

exceeds the critical value unity. Note that fv / jx0j�4=3
,

where x0 is the natural frequency defined in Eq. (74). It fol-

lows that locked solutions are more likely to form when the

natural frequency is relatively small.

Referring to Eqs. (175), (181), (182), (185), and (188), it

is clear that locked solutions of the inviscid island phase

FIG. 5. The birth phase, /0p0, of a rotating error-field-maintained magnetic

island chain as a function of the locking parameter, fv. The solid, dashed,

and dotted curves correspond to c ¼ 0.1, c ¼ 1.0, and c ¼ 2.0, respectively.

The calculation is made in the large perpendicular ion neoclassical flow

damping limit, �� � 1, in which C1 ¼ 0:18182 c.

FIG. 6. The normalized rotation period, sp, of an error-field-maintained

magnetic island chain as a function of the locking parameter, fv. The rotation

period is found to be independent of c.
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evolution equation are characterized by w=wv 
 Oð1Þ,
whereas rotating solutions are characterized by w=wv


 Oð�1=3
R Þ � 1. Moreover, a locked solution is converted

into an unlocked solution when the unlocking parameter, dv,

falls below the critical value ð
ffiffiffiffiffi
27
p

=2Þ1=2
. On the other hand,

a rotating solution is converted into a locked solution when

dv exceeds the critical value 1=�
1=3
R . Given that

1=�
1=3
R � ð

ffiffiffiffiffi
27
p

=2Þ1=2
, we deduce that, for the case of an

error-field-maintained island chain, there is considerable

hysteresis in the locking/unlocking process. In other words,

once an error-field has exceeded the critical magnitude

required to produce a locked island chain, the magnitude of

the error-field must be reduced by a large factor before the

locked chain starts to rotate again (and its width is, conse-

quently, considerably reduced).30 This behavior is in marked

contrast to that discussed in Sec. IV, where, for the case of a

pre-existing island chain, the locked and unlocked solutions

have approximately the same width, and there is no hystere-

sis in the locking/unlocking process.

Equation (191) can be integrated to give

Tð/0pÞ ¼ �
1

2
þ
ð/0p

/0p 0

1� ð4=3ÞC1 fv sin1=3y cos y

1� fv sin4=3y

" #
dy;

(195)

assuming that /0p ¼ /0p0 when T ¼ –1/2. Moreover, making

use of Eqs. (133), (134), (190), and (191), the perturbed

toroidal ion fluid velocity (divided by the magnitude of the

unperturbed velocity) inside the island separatrix is

dVui

jVuij


X¼0

¼ si

fv sin4=3/0p � ð4=3ÞC1 fv sin1=3/0p cos /0p
1� ð4=3ÞC1 fv sin1=3/0p cos /0p

" #
;

(196)

whereas that many island widths distant from the rational

surface is

dVui

jVuij


jXj¼1

¼ si
4

3
c fv sin1=3/0p cos /0p 1� fv sin4=3/0p

� �
:

(197)

Figures 7–9 illustrate the typical time evolution of the

island phase, the normalized island width n1=3 ¼ w=ð�1=3
R wvÞ,

and the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity, associated with

rotating solutions of the inviscid island phase evolution equa-

tion. It can be seen that the phase evolution of a rotating error-

field-maintained magnetic island chain is similar to that of a

pre-existing island chain (see Figs. 2–4), except for the pres-

ence of discontinuous phase jumps in the former case. These

jumps are necessitated by the fact that an error-field-main-

tained island chain cannot exist in a phase relationship with

the error-field that is such that sin /0p < 0 [see Eq. (188)]. The

jumps can only occur when the island width falls instanta-

neously to zero, and are such that the island’s helical phase

advances by si p radians (i.e., the island O-points are con-

verted into X-points, and vice versa).32 It can also be seen that

the time evolution of the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity

associated a rotating error-field-maintained magnetic island

chain interacting with a resonant error-field is fairly similar to

that of a pre-existing island chain (see Figs. 2–4). The main

difference is that, in the former case, the fluid velocity inside

the separatrix only shifts in the direction associated with

island deceleration. As before, finite ion inertia introduces a

time lag into the response of the ion fluid velocity to the accel-

eration of the island chain, and also gives rise to a finite per-

turbation (whose average over the rotation period of the island

is zero) of the toroidal ion fluid velocity many island widths

distant from the island separatrix.

FIG. 7. Time evolution of a rotating error-field-maintained magnetic island

chain. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are calculated with fv ¼ 0.25

and c ¼ 0.1, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. The, first (from the top), second,

third, and fourth panels show the island phase, the normalized island width,

the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity inside the separatrix, and the per-

turbed toroidal ion fluid velocity many island widths distant from the separa-

trix, respectively. The natural frequency is in the electron diamagnetic

direction (i.e., si ¼ þ1). The calculation is made in the large perpendicular

ion neoclassical flow damping limit, �� � 1, in which C1 ¼ 0:18182 c.
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VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper investigates the interaction of a single-

helicity magnetic island chain with a resonant error-field in a

quasi-cylindrical, low-b, tokamak plasma. In particular, the

nonlinear, neoclassical, two-fluid treatment of the problem

presented in Ref. 19 is generalized to allow for explicit time

dependence. Aside from the ability to more accurately treat

time-varying problems, the main physical effect that is intro-

duced into the model by the incorporation of explicit time

dependence is ion inertia.

The incorporation of explicit time dependence [i.e.,

including the @/@t terms on the left-hand sides of the govern-

ing nonlinear, neoclassical, and two-fluid equations, (1)–(4)]

necessitates a slight modification of the spatial boundary

conditions, (7)–(10). To be more exact, in this paper, the spa-

tial gradients of the density, scalar potential, and parallel ion

velocity, rather than the actual values of these quantities, are

fixed a long way from the island chain. Furthermore, when

determining the flow profiles in the vicinity of a time-

dependent island chain, it is found to be more convenient to

FIG. 8. Time evolution of a rotating error-field-maintained magnetic island

chain. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are calculated with fv ¼ 0.75

and c ¼ 0.1, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. The, first (from the top), second,

third, and fourth panels show the island phase, the normalized island width,

the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity inside the separatrix, and the per-

turbed toroidal ion fluid velocity many island widths distant from the separa-

trix, respectively. The natural frequency is in the ion diamagnetic direction

(i.e., si ¼ �1). The calculation is made in the large perpendicular ion neo-

classical flow damping limit, �� � 1, in which C1 ¼ 0:18182 c.

FIG. 9. Time evolution of a rotating error-field-maintained magnetic island

chain. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are calculated with fv ¼ 0.99

and c ¼ 0.1, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. The, first (from the top), second,

third, and fourth panels show the island phase, the normalized island width,

the perturbed toroidal ion fluid velocity inside the separatrix, and the per-

turbed toroidal ion fluid velocity many island widths distant from the separa-

trix, respectively. The natural frequency is in the ion diamagnetic direction

(i.e., si ¼ �1). The calculation is made in the large perpendicular ion neo-

classical flow damping limit, �� � 1, in which C1 ¼ 0:18182 c.
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express all quantities in terms of the parallel ion velocity,

rather than the ion stream function (as was our previous

practice).

After considerable analysis, we are able to derive a

closed set of equations, (97)–(99), that govern the phase evo-

lution of a magnetic island chain interacting with a resonant

error-field. One of these equations, (97), is a time-dependent,

second-order, partial differential equation for the perturbed

parallel ion velocity profile outside the island separatrix; this

equation must be solved subject to a pair of straightforward

spatial boundary conditions, (98). The final equation, (99), is

an integral equation, involving the parallel ion velocity pro-

file that implicitly determines the island phase.

In the limit in which ion viscosity can be neglected with

respect to ion neoclassical flow damping, the previously

mentioned closed set of equations can be reduced to a single,

infinite-order, ordinary differential equation, (102), that

explicitly determines the evolution of the island phase.

Finally, in the limit when ion inertia is relatively small, the

previously mentioned infinite-order, ordinary differential

equation simplifies to give a second-order, ordinary differen-

tial equation, (127) that has the same mathematical form as

the equation of motion of a simple pendulum subject to a

constant torque. Most of the analysis presented in this paper

is performed using this simplified phase evolution equation.

In Sec. IV, we investigate the interaction of a pre-

existing island chain with a resonant error-field. In this case,

it is reasonable to assume that the island width evolves on a

much longer timescale than the island phase (given that the

resistive timescale is usually much longer than any other rel-

evant timescale in the problem). We find that there are two

types of solution. First, locked solutions in which the island

phase relative to the error-field is constant (which implies

that the island chain is stationary in the laboratory frame).

Second, rotating solutions in which the island phase

increases (or decreases) continually in time. One novel fea-

ture of our analysis is the existence of an exact analytic

form, (132), for rotating solutions of the phase evolution

equation. Only rotating solutions exist when the so-called

locking parameter, kv [see Eq. (103)], lies below the critical

value unity, whereas only locked solutions exist when kv

exceeds unity. The (stable) locked solutions are all such that

the island chain is destabilized by the error-field. As the

locking parameter approaches the critical value unity, the

island rotation becomes increasingly uneven, under the

action of the electromagnetic torque exerted by the error-

field. However, in the absence of ion inertia, the island chain

spends as much time having a stabilizing phase relation with

respect to the error-field as it does having a destabilizing

phase relation. On the other hand, in the presence of ion iner-

tia, the island chain spends slightly more time having a stabi-

lizing phase relation with respect to the error-field than it

does having a destabilizing phase relation. The net result is

that a rotating island chain is stabilized via interaction with a

resonant error-field, whereas a locked island chain is

destabilized.

Ion inertia introduces a time lag into the response of the

toroidal ion fluid velocity in the vicinity of the magnetic

island chain to the chain’s acceleration. Ion inertia also gives

rise to a transient response of the toroidal ion fluid velocity

many island widths distant from the separatrix to the island

acceleration. (In the absence of ion inertia, this response is

zero, due to the action of perpendicular neoclassical ion flow

damping.)

The mean island width is determined by averaging the

island width evolution equation over the rotation period of

the island chain. Locked and rotating solutions have similar

widths. The terms in the island width evolution equation due

to the perturbed bootstrap current and magnetic field-line

curvature are found to take the same forms for both rotating

and locked solutions. However, the term due to the perturbed

ion polarization current can be different for rotating and

locked solutions. In fact, the polarization term is usually sta-

bilizing for freely rotating island chains, and usually destabi-

lizing for locked island chains.

In Sec. V, we investigate the time evolution of an error-

field-maintained magnetic island chain. The width of such a

chain is forced to evolve on the same timescale as its phase.

As before, there are two types of solutions: locked solutions

and rotating solutions. Moreover, the locked solutions are

such that the island chain is destabilized by the error-field.

However, unlike the case of a pre-existing island chain,

rotating solutions are found to have considerably smaller

widths than locked solutions. Furthermore, there is signifi-

cant hysteresis in the locking/unlocking process: i.e., once

the error-field amplitude has exceeded the critical value

required to convert a rotating solution into a locked solution,

the amplitude must be decreased by a considerable factor in

order to trigger the reverse transition. The width of a rotating

error-field-maintained magnetic island chain pulsates in

time, and periodically dips to zero. Moreover, the time evo-

lution of the phase of a rotating error-field-maintained mag-

netic island chain is characterized by sudden phase jumps of

p radians that occur each time the island width dips to zero.

These jumps take place because it is impossible for an error-

field-maintained island chain to exist in a certain range of

phase relations with the error-field.

The time evolution of the toroidal ion fluid velocity

associated with an error-field-maintained magnetic island

chain is fairly similar to that of a pre-existing island chain,

except that the fluid velocity inside the separatrix only shifts

in the direction associated with island deceleration. As

before, finite ion inertia introduces a time lag into the

response of the toroidal ion fluid velocity to the acceleration

of the island chain, and also gives rise to a perturbation of

the toroidal ion fluid velocity many island widths distant

from the island separatrix.

The analysis described in Sec. V has obvious relevance

to ELM suppression experiments using deliberately applied,

multi-harmonic, RMPs. In such experiments, the RMP is res-

onant at multiple rational surfaces, close to the edge of the

plasma, which are all tearing stable. Now, the pedestal

region of a conventional tokamak plasma is sufficiently

hot that the widths of linear tearing layers are extremely

small. In fact, the layer widths are so small that any detecti-

ble magnetic perturbation emanating from a rational surface

almost certainly lies in the nonlinear regime in which the

island width exceeds the linear layer width. Furthermore,
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given that the rational surfaces in question are tearing stable,

any magnetic islands driven at these surfaces must be main-

tained by the RMP. Thus, as long as the island chains driven

at the various rational surfaces are forced to rotate with

respect to the RMP, due to the action of plasma flow, their

widths are suppressed considerably below the level expected

by naively superposing the vacuum RMP onto the plasma

equilibrium. The model traces shown in Figs. 7–9 are

remarkably similar in form to the experimental traces repro-

duced in Fig. 29 of Ref. 33. This suggests that the experi-

mental traces correspond to RMP-maintained rotating

magnetic island chains, resonant at various different rational

surfaces in the plasma pedestal, whose directions of rotation

are the same as those at which naturally unstable island

chains, resonant at the same rational surfaces, would propa-

gate. Incidentally, the experimental data shown in Fig. 29 of

Ref. 33, in which RMP-maintained magnetic island chains

are forced to rotate, in an uneven fashion, by plasma rotation,

can only be explained on the basis of nonlinear physics. The

linear magnetic response of the plasma would be locked to

the RMP, albeit with a phase-shift in the direction of the

plasma rotation.30 The width of a rotating RPM-supported

magnetic island chain generated at a given rational surface

by a given RMP scales as jx0j�1=3
, where x0 is the natural

frequency (i.e., the frequency of propagation of a naturally

unstable island chain, with the same rational surface, in the

absence of an RMP) defined in Eq. (74). This suggests that

the driven width is particularly large if jx0j ’ 0 (although,

jx0j cannot be too close to zero, otherwise the island chain

will lock). Note, however, that the condition jx0j ’ 0 is not

equivalent to the oft-quoted condition jx?ej ’ 0 (Ref. 34)

(see Sec. IV C). The latter result is only valid in linear

physics.
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APPENDIX: USEFUL DEFINITIONS

Let k ¼ ½ð1þ XÞ=2�1=2
. Then

Aðk < 1Þ � 2 k h1i ¼ 2

p

� �
k K kð Þ; (A1)

Aðk > 1Þ ¼ 2

p

� �
K

1

k

� �
; (A2)

Bðk > 1Þ � hjXji ¼ 1; (A3)

Cðk < 1Þ � hX
2i

2 k
¼ 2

p

� �
E kð Þ þ ðk2 � 1ÞKðkÞ
� 	

k
; (A4)

Cðk > 1Þ ¼ 2

p

� �
E

1

k

� �
; (A5)

Dðk > 1Þ � hjXj
3i

4 k2
¼ 1� 1

2 k2
; (A6)

Eðk > 1Þ � hX
4i

8 k3

¼ 2

3p

� �
2 2� 1

k2

� �
E

1

k

� �
� 1� 1

k2

� �
K

1

k

� �� �
:

(A7)

Here,

EðxÞ ¼
ðp=2

0

ð1� x2 sin2uÞ1=2 du; (A8)

KðxÞ ¼
ðp=2

0

ð1� x2 sin2uÞ�1=2 du (A9)

are standard complete elliptic integrals.
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